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Existing Methods 

Terrestrial Laser Scanning (DGPS-Positioning), Stereo-Photogrammetry 

 

 

 

•       Mobile Laser Scanning GPS, IMU (INS) SfM-Photogrammetry (GPS) 

 

 

 

• Airborne Laser Scanning and SfM-Photogrammetry (Helicopter, Aircraft, 

GPS, IMU (INS)) 

 

 

 

     

     



Lots of development in the past decade 



Product: High resolution (cm/dm scale) DSM (Digital Surface Model) 



Final product: High resolution (cm/dm scale) Snow Depth Map 



 







 



Left: map of the DEM difference. The positioning mismatch is obvious in the lower-right 

corner where a hill exhibits a positive height difference on the right and negative height 

difference on the left. Right: cross section of DEM differences between the airborne lidar 

dataset and two DEMs generated from photogrammetric processing of the same 

pictures with the same camera GNSS coordinates provided in each picture Exif header, 

using Agisoft PhotoScan and MicMac. So that the graph is readable, +5 m was added 

to the PhotoScan– MicMac difference 



Left: colour-shaded image of the DEMs generated from SfM and adjusted through a 

translation using GCPs. The two dates at which the data were acquired were 24th 

September 2015 and 24th April 2016. Right: difference of DEMs generated from Lidar. 



TLS Riegl VZ 6000 vs RiCopter UAV Riegl VUX-1  



Results/Comparison VUX-1 vs VZ-6000 



Results/Comparison VUX-1 vs VZ-6000 



Results  





Resolution is reported but what else is to mention? 



Precision of the device used  

Impossible to be more 

accurate than the precision! 



Point density (SfM How many pairs did the algorithm really find on snow 

surfaces?) 

How many minimum points 

/ grid cell? 



Actual foot print size? 

Not at exit of the device, the actual footprint size at the target is needed! 



Interpolation method / SfM software (algorithm used) 



Registration error / coordinate system 

The same or different source of measurement? Coordinate system matching? 

DGPS or GPS referencing? 



 

Additional co-registration method 



Reproducibility test results (usually of snow free areas) 

Reproducibility is defined as the closeness of two results of measurements 

based on the same object carried out under changed measurement conditions. 

Groundpoints 2,703

 3,014 1,346  

Mean error −0.142

 1.296 0.361  

RMSE 0.555 1.855

 1.366  

Standard deviation

 0.536 1.537

 1.366  

Median −0.061 0.456

 −0.054  

NMAD 0.510 1.529

 1.057  

68.3% quantile 0.053

 0.828 0.125  

95% quantile 0.509

 4.390 1.876  



Any filter applied? Manual or automated, type of filter? 



Conclusions 

The following information should be added to a high resolution snow depth map 

product : 

Uptake of the data into models easy but needs to be customized! 

Coordinate system 
Resolution 
Precision of the instrument 
Foot print/pixel size (at target area, range of values) 
Point density (minimum and average point density per grid cell) 
Interpolation method /SfM software (algorithm used) 
Registration error, Global coordinate system matching by GPS or DGPS 
Additional co-registartion methods (ICP) 
Reproducibility test results (statistical values; RMSE!) 
Filter used (type and area coverage of the filter) 
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Any questions or 

recommendations ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 


